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Recently interesting data on dNch=d in Au-Au collisions ( = − ln tan(=2)) with the
centrality cuts have been reported by PHOBOS Collaboration. Their data are usually di-
vided by the number of participants (nucleons) in collisions. Instead of this way, using the
total multiplicity Nch =
∫
(dNch=d)d, we find that there is scaling phenomenon among
(Nch)
−1dNch=d = dn=d with different centrality cuts at
p
sNN = 130 GeV. To explain
this scaling behavior of dn=d, we consider the stochastic approach named the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with two sources. The Langevin equation is adopted for the explanation.
Moreover, comparisons of dn=d at
p
sNN = 130 GeV with that at
p
sNN = 200 GeV have
been made. No significant difference has been found. Possible detection method of the
quark-gluon plasma (QGP) through dNch=d is presented.
§1. Introduction
Recently PHOBOS Collaboration has published interesting data on dNch=d
( = − ln tan(=2))) in Au-Au collisions at psNN = 130 GeV 1). The authors of





= f(hNparti; Ncoll; ) ; (1.1)
where Npart and Ncoll mean the number of participants (nucleons) and number of
collision particles in Au-Au collisions. It depends on the centrality cuts. The function
f(Npart; Ncoll;  = 0) is an increasing function of hNparti, as hNparti increases.
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(dn=d)d = 1. In Fig. 1, three sets of dn=d’s
are shown. They suggest that there is the scaling behavior among dn=d’s with
dierent centrality cuts. Thus dn=d is named a kind of the probability density,
because the variable  is the continuous variable. This fact probably implies that
the stochastic approach is available in analyses of dn=d))
Contents of the present paper are as follows. In the second section, we examine
the dn=d scaling. In x3, the stochastic approach is considered, as one of possible
explanations for the dn=d scaling. In x4, concrete analyses by the Gaussian distri-
butions obtained from the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck(O-U) process are presented. In the
nal section, concluding remarks are given.
§2. Confirmation of dn=d scaling
It is worth while to conrm whether dn=d scaling holds. Using the intercepts





= c  0:129  0:005 (2.1)
we can obtain a relation between Nch and hNparti as follows: The PHOBOS Collab-






















Equation (2.3) is examined in Table I and Fig. 2. That Eq. (2.3) holds approximately
among 6 centrality cuts is reflecting the dn=d scaling, in particular, in the central
region.
) Multiplicity distributions in high energy collisions, i.e., P (n; hni)’s are the probability distri-
butions, which are function of n and hni. It is known that the KNO scaling functions,
lim
n; hni!1
hniP (n) =  (z = n=hni)
are described by solutions of various Fokker-Planck equations 2) - 4).
) Dokshitzer has calculated the generalized gamma distribution in QCD 5)






where z, , D, γ are KNO scaling variable, 1− γ = 1=, a parameter, the anomalous dimension in
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Two sets of dn=d with different centrality cuts 1). Data with 15-25% are used
in both Figures, for the sake of comparisons. (c) To examine dn=d in the fragmentation region
the logarithmic axis is used.
§3. A possible explanation of dn=d by stochastic approach
It is well known that the rapidity (y  ) is a kind of the velocity. Moreover,
there are leading particles in the beam and target nuclei in collisions; nucleons in
gold at RHIC experiments, collide each other, lose their energies and emit various
particles. Since we have to treat large number of particles, 1k10k, the stochastic
approach seems to be one of useful tools.
To describe the dn=d scaling with the leading particle eect and the fluctuation
in the rapidity space, we assume the following Langevin equation 6) - 8) for the rapidity
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Table I. Empirical examination of Eq. (2.3).
centrality (%) 2cNch A hNparti1+
35-45 2 0:129  1056 2:16 931+0:064
272:6  14:6 268:5  17:7
25-35 2 0:129  1582 2:16  1351+0:064
408:1  21:9 399:1  28:4
15-25 2 0:129  2270 2:16  1971+0:064
585:7  31:4 596:7  45:8
6-15 2 0:129  3199 2:16  2701+0:064
825:2  44:6 834:5  67:9
0-6 2 0:129  4070 2:16  3401+0:064
1050  57 1066  90
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= −γy + fw(t) ; (3.1)
where γ and fw(t) are the frictional coecient and the white noise, respectively. In
our treatment, that Nch particles have been produced at ymax at t = 0 is assumed,
moreover. This picture is corresponding to the leading particle eects. Using this
assumption y(0) = ymax, we obtain the following solution




The average quantity and the variance are calculated as
E[y(t)] = ymaxe−γt ; (3.3)











= −mγv +mfw(t) ;
where v is the velocity.
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where we use the expression for the white noise,
hfw(t)fw(s)i = 2(t− s) ; (3.5)
where 2 is the variance. It is known that the distribution function is described by the
Gaussian distribution with the average quantity and the variance: The probability
density with V 2(t) = (2=2γ)(1 − e−2γt) is expressed as

















The connection between Eq. (3.1) and the Fokker-Planck equation for the O-U
process is given in Appendix.
In Fig. 3(a), we depict a simplied picture of heavy-ion collision. Our assump-
tions for the leading particle eect is equivalent to the assumption 0:5 (y − ymax)
and 0:5  (y + ymax) at t = 0. In other words, as this model with two sources is
very simple, 0:5 Nch particles at ymax and the same 0:5 Nch particles at −ymax












t ≈ 0 t ≈ 0
t → finite
(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Simplified picture for A-A collisions. Thin line denotes partons. The black circles mean
nucleons. (b) Evolution of Eq. (3.6) with two sources at ymax and −ymax.
§4. Analyses of dn=d by means of Eq. (3.6)
By making use of Eq. (3.6), we can analyse dn=d shown in Fig. 1. In our
calculation, as most of produced particles are not specied, we assume that y  
in Eq. (3.6). Our results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table II. In Fig. 5, we examine
whether or not the variance V 2(t) and p = 1− e−2γt depend on the centrality cuts.
As is seen in Figs. 3 and 4, the scaling behavior among dn=d’s at
p
sNN = 130
GeV is explained by Eq. (3.6) with small changes in the variance V 2(t). The
values of the variance V 2(t) depend on the distribution in the fragmentation region
[−max <  < −4 and 4 <  < max]. It can be said that the scaling behavior is
explained fairly well by the O-U process with two sources at the beam (yB or ymax)
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and target (yT or −ymax) rapidities. Of course, we have examined that the single
source cannot explain it).


































Fig. 4. Analyses of dn=d by Eq. (3.6). See Table II.
Table II. Estimated parameters in our analyses by Eq. (3.6) with two sources. Evolution of Eq.







Fig. 4 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
centrality (%) 45-55 35-45 25-35 15-25 6-15 0-6
p 0.872p 0.875p 0.878p 0.882p 0.886p 0.888p
V 2(t) 3.830.27 3.610.21 3.230.16 3.000.13 2.720.10 2.470.08
hNparti — 93 135 197 270 340
Nch 66210 105616 158223 227034 319949 407063
c 0.125 0.127 0.128 0.130 0.132 0.131
2=n:d:f: 8.61/51 7.63/51 5.88/51 5.35/51 3.57/51 3.82/51
) For an explanation with the single source at y0  0, we can use use Eq. (A.2) in Appendix.
Our result for the centrality cut 0-6 %, we obtain 2 = 25:76 with m=pt = 1:3  0:1, which is
necessary for the single source model. If m=pt is neglected, we obtain worse 
2. Thus we disregard
this model.
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Fig. 5. Variance V 2(t) and p of Fig. 4 and Table II.











The results are shown in Table II. They are almost the same as values in Fig. 1.
Here we should carefully examine V (t) in Table II. The slight change is reflecting
the discrepancies in the fragmentation region. As is seen in Fig. 1(c), there are small
dierences in dn=d’s over the range jj>4 between centrality cut 0-6% and others.
To explore the dierences more carefully, we need dn=d with smaller centrality cuts,
0-3%  0-5%)).
§5. Concluding remarks
First of all, it can be said that there is the scaling among dn=d’s with various
centrality cuts at
p
sNN = 130 GeV, because of constant c’s values and behaviour of
Fig. 1(a)(c).
Second the scaling behavior of dn=d is described by the solution of the Langevin
equation with two sources, i.e., Eq. (3.6)). See Fig. 4 and c’s values in Table II.

























where a  0:82, QCD = 0:2 GeV,  = 0:25 and the centrality dependence of the saturation scale
Q20S. In the fragmentation region this expression needs the cutoff factors.
) Very recently the BRAHMS COllaboration 10); 11) has reported the dn=d at
p
sNN = 130
GeV, and 200 GeV with centrality cuts 0-5% and others. We have analysed them by Eq. (3.6) and
obtained almost the constant V 2(t)’s, because the data in the fragmentation region are lacking at
jj>4:5.
) To estimate the “thermalization time” of the QGP, Hwa has considered the Fokker-Planck
equation for the motion of the quarks and gluons in nuclei 12). See also Ref. 13) in which the Wiener
process is considered for the problem on the thermalization of the quarks and gluons.
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Moreover, we can add the following fact. Very recently, PHOBOS Collaboration
has reported the data on dNch=d with centrality cut 0-6% at
p
sNN = 200 GeV 14).
They are compared with dn=d at
p
sNN = 130 GeV in Fig. 6. It is obvious that
the scaling on dn=d holds between
p
sNN = 130 GeV and 200 GeV).
This suggests that dn=d with the centrality cut 0-6% do not show singular /or
particular phenomenon relating to signatures of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP).
Of course, we should pay our attention that we are handling the averaged quantity
in statistics. At present, however, it is dicult to conclude that the QGP is created,
and the signatures from the QGP are washed out by the strong interactions between
hadrons, if the QGP is created.










Fig. 6. Comparisons of dn=d with the centrality cut 0-6% at
p
sNN = 130 GeV and 200 GeV. Solid
line is obtained for latter energy: p = 0:879  0:007, V 2(t) = 2:67  0:24, 2=n:d:f = 0:63=22,
c = 0:126.
To investigate the particular phenomena like the turbulence and/or deflagration
in dNch=d, we need to analyse the single event with smaller centrality cut than
0-6%.
Moreover, analyses of event-by-event by means of the intermittency 16) - 21) and
the wavelet 22) is necessary to investigate the detections of the QGP and the Disori-
ented Chiral Condensate(DCC). For the latter case, the ratio of neutral pion (h0i)to
the charged pions (hchi), h0i=hchi should be measured. These methods should be
applied to dNch=d with smaller centrality cuts and larger particles. They seem to
be available to draw useful information on the QGP and DCC from the analyses of
single events.
) Using the Bjorken’s picture 15) for the calculation of energy density near jj  0:5 with the











 1 GeV=fm3 (130 GeV) ;
"  1:2 GeV=fm3 (200 GeV) :
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Appendix
The Fokker-Planck equation for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process connected with















P (y; t) : (A.1)
The solution of Eq. (A.1) with (y − y0) at t = 0 is obtained as










where we use a resolution method for partial dierential equation 23). The solution
of Eq. (A.1) with (y  ymax) at t = 0 is obtained as
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